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Beauty in Chemistry: At KTTA Professional Development Day, Kamloops science teachers were 
treated with this special triple ammonia fountain reaction by Ken Schroeder, retired chemistry teacher and BIG 
Little Science Centre volunteer. The three youngsters happened by to visit the Centre while the workshops 
were running, so Gordon Gore made them honorary science teachers for the day. They are Olivia Teale (6), 
Zach Teale (9) and Aidan Genest (9). The young visitors helped with several demonstrations. The centre 
organized two workshops for the day: Electricity in the morning, and Fluids in the afternoon. Both sessions 
were well attended. Ken Schroeder, Gordon Gore, Adele Stapleton and Susan Hammond contributed to the 
workshops. Thanks to the teachers who attended, who made it a great day for us. 
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The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public at these times: 
Thursday 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM   Friday 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM   Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

On Saturdays, there is a special show/activity at 1:30 PM.    
CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 

Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org  or  Susan@blscs.org 
 

Admission:   Adults: $5.00       Children 6 to 16: $2.00       Under 6: Free      Family: $10.00 
Annual Family Membership: $35.00 (Will increase next April.) 

 

 
 

This Newsletter is a publication of  
BIG Little Science Centre Society 
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George Hilliard School 
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Executive Director 
Gord Stewart 
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or (250) 554 BLSC 
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Newsletter Editor 

Dr. Gordon R. Gore 
NEW! #200 - 760 Mayfair Street 

Kamloops BC  V2B 0E5 
Phone: (778) 470 8332 

E-Mail gordongore0@gmail.com 
 

Approximately 
 94,000 people have  

enjoyed visits to or from the  
BIG Little Science Centre! 

This Newsletter is received by more than 1,000 readers. 
 

Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at 
http://www.blscs.org/Downloads/Newsletters/ 

 
Thank You! 

Dr. Sherman Brough, now living in Utah, recently made a 
generous donation to the BIG Little Science Centre. Dr. 
Brough is a former faculty member in the Science Education 
Department at the University of British Columbia. Thank you 
Dr. Brough! 
 

 
BIG Little Science Centre 
985 Holt Street (Brocklehurst) 

Kamloops, BC 
http://blscs.org      250 554 2572 

 
Make it YOUR Science Centre! 
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KTTA Professional Day at the BIG Little Science Centre 

  
Left: Dean Sofiak, Scott Johnson and Laurie Black-Haughton test out a copper plating activity. 

Right: Dean Sofiak converses with Star Wars’ R2-D2. 

     
Susan Hammond does an air pressure ‘magic’ trick.  Ken Schroeder keeps an eye on the three ammonia fountains. 

 

    
Steve Scott tries to pull apart the electromagnet. Scott Johnson uses Bernoulli to lift a plastic ball. 
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Charles Brenton Huggins (1901 -1997) 
He showed that cancers can be influenced by the endocrine system and that a measure of 
control may be achieved by therapies designed to add or remove hormones. He was 
honored with the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 1966. 

Kip Anastasiou, Ph.D. 
  
You always knew you were at Charles Huggins’ lab bench if you noticed a plaque that read “Discovery is Our 
Business”. He kept it there for his whole career. He was fond of aphorisms and used these short pithy 
statements in an effort to interest and motivate students and colleagues to focus on research problems and avoid 
time wasting activities. 
 Charles Huggins was a brilliant can-do guy. Born in Halifax, he was a member of the class of 1921 at 
Acadia University (in Wolfville, Nova Scotia) but he graduated in 1920 –– in three years instead of four. He 
took his medical degree at the Harvard Medical School and his internship in Michigan. When the University of 
Chicago established a medical school, they needed someone to teach Urology. Huggins, a year or so out of 
internship and knowing little about Urology, accepted the position. He found a textbook on Urology, read it and 
was ready to teach –– definitely a can-do guy. From this beginning he became a world expert on urological 
problems, a celebrated urological surgeon and likely the first to use what is now known as chemotherapy. He 
became a Nobel Laureate for his work describing hormonal influences on prostate cancers. 
 In spite of his ability to get things done, like Albert Einstein, he never learned to drive a car. If it was 
reasonable to walk, that is what he did. He didn’t seem to feel the cold. In spite of the extreme below zero 
winter temperatures in Chicago, he never wore an overcoat, preferring to walk two kilometers home in a sports 
jacket. These were the kinds of things that caused him to be considered somewhat eccentric. 
 He never wore a watch on his hospital rounds. When he took the pulse of a patient, he would take the 
watch arm of a student to time the pulse. As a result, he apparently had a drawer full of expensive watches, gifts 
of concerned patients. He was always grateful but he apparently saw no need for a watch. Like most Nobel 
Laureates, he worked incredibly long hours with no consideration for time. He insisted on doing his own 
experiments and his own clean up after. One of his pithy sayings was:  “With blood on my hands, I can 
discover; seated at my desk, I have no chance”. 
 He didn’t begin his researches with prostate cancer in mind. He was trying to study the normal prostate 
gland, but the incidence of cancer in lab animals was such that it was difficult to find a subject without it. It is 
just that common, particularly in animals such as dogs. Fortunately, prostate cancer is so slow growing that it 
usually takes many years for it to become dangerous to life. He soon decided to study the cancer and one of his 
first discoveries was the apparent relationship between the male hormone testosterone and cancer of the 
prostate. If you increased the amount of testosterone, the cancer grew faster; if you deprived the cancer of it, 
growth of the cancer slowed and in a few instances, the cancer actually disappeared. 
 As his work on prostate cancer proceeded with such dramatic results, Huggins decided to investigate the 
sensitivity of other cancers to endocrine (hormonal) control. He carried out very thorough studies of hormonal 
sensitivity in breast cancers of both men and women. He was somewhat successful and introduced hormonal 
control using both natural and synthetic hormones and hormone-like substances. 
 The great contribution that is the legacy of his many years of work on endocrine control has not been 
miraculous cures of cancer, but the addition of a new group of substances in the toolbox of oncologists (doctors 
who treat cancers). The use of hormones and hormone-like substances has become a standard approach to the 
control of many cancers. He is often credited for being the first oncologist to use chemotherapy of any 
description. 
 When Huggins received his Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1966, he didn’t miss a beat in his 
research. He continued at the lab bench and with trials in his efforts to alleviate the suffering of cancer patients. 
 Huggins was married with two children, a son and a daughter, and lived with his family walking 
distance from the Chicago campus. 
 In 1972, after he had retired from the University of Chicago Medical School, Charles Huggins returned 
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to his beloved alma mater, Acadia University, to become Chancellor. He held that position for 7 years, advising 
both students and faculty. 
 He died quietly at the age of 95, after one of the most successful careers in cancer research of his time. 
  
Sources: Huggins, C.B. 1966. Nobel Address: Endocrine-induced regression of Cancer. Nobel Foundation. Internet sources: Blue 
Ridge Institute of Medical Research. Quotes and Aphorisms of C.B. Huggins. University of Chicago Medical News. Charles B. 
Huggins, M.D. 1901-1997. Nobelprize.org. 1966.Charles B. Huggins. Banquet Speech and Biography.  Markle Lecture. 1965. The 
Business of Discovery in Medical Science. Journal of the American Medical Association, 194: 153-157. Ben May Department for 
Cancer Research, University of Chicago. History and Celebration of the 100th Anniversary of the Birth of C. B. Huggins. Tombal, B. 
2012. Hormone Therapy for Prostate Cancer: What Have we Done with Charles Huggins’ Legacy. European Urology. 61:26-28. 
 
What’s Happening on Saturdays at the BIG Little Science Centre? 

2012 Saturday Activities at the BIG Little Science Centre at 1:30pm 
Susan Hammond, Assistant Operator 

 
March 10: Sound and Waves 
March 17: Force and Motion 
Monday March 19 to Saturday March 24 (Spring Break)  
 Open daily 10 am to 4 pm with Static Electricity shows 

 
March 31: Adventures in Antarctica:  A presentation by 14 year old Justine Wild, who recently returned from a month-
long expedition in Antarctica. Along with sixty 14 to 18 year old students, Justine worked with leading polar scientists to 
do a ship-based exploration of the Antarctic Peninsula, during the annual expedition of ‘Students on Ice’. 
 
‘Students on Ice’ is a non-profit group dedicated to educating students on the importance of the poles and the effects of 
climate change. Using photographs and hands-on activities, Justine will do a presentation about her experience, Antarctica 
and climate change. This talk will be most appropriate for people aged 8 and up. 
 

New Science Station 
 

 
 

What happens to the number of images you see when you set an object in front of a pair of mirrors set at 
different angles? In this example, the mirrors form an angle of 450 and there are 7 images of the golf tee. For 
angles that divide nicely into 3600, there is a simple pattern. Try this activity next time you visit the BIG Little 
Science Centre, and see if you can figure out the ‘rule’ for predicting the number of images. 
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Saturday February 18 at the BIG Little Science Centre 

   
 

Left:  Adam learns that a magnet can attract nails even with his hand in the way! 
Right: Charlee (age 2) was fascinated with soap bubbles. 

 

     
 

Left: Jennie shows how to use Bernoulli and a leaf blower to distribute toilet tissue.                                    
Right: Nikolas uses a hand vacuum pump to collapse a pop bottle. 
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PLANT BASED PLASTIC 
by David McKinnon  Ph.D. 

 
My attention was caught by reading in the paper of a process for making the plastic for soft drink bottles from 'Plant 
Sources' rather than from petroleum. The soft drink manufacturers seemed rather proud of the accomplishment. 
 
 Most soft drink bottles are made of a plastic called polyethylene terephthalate, which is a polyester, in fact, the 
same stuff that is used in clothing and, as a knit fabric, acquired a bad name a generation or so back. It is also chemically 
the same stuff as its modern reincarnation, microfibre.  
 
 Terephthalic acid is itself made by oxidizing a compound called para-xylene,  a widely used solvent and chemical 
intermediate. It is the synthesis of this p-xylene that is the crucial part of the technology, and this actually requires a quite 
few steps from the 'plant' material. 
 
 The sequence of processes start with sugars as a raw material, or even further back, as the sugar itself could be 
made from waste cellulose products.  Glucose is a type of sugar and cellulose, which is actually a glucose polymer, i.e., 
with many glucose units joined together, is broken down by acid into a glucose solution, which is then subjected to 
fermentation. Now, fermentation of sugar by ordinary yeast, (saccharomyces species) converts it into alcohol (ethanol), 
but there are small amounts of other products, many of them other alcohols. If the fermented material is to be distilled to 
manufacture spirits for beverages, these really should be removed, and this is done by careful control of the  distillation 
process. They tell me that these other alcohols are what cause hangovers! 
 
 However, as well as ordinary yeast, certain bacteria can also be used for fermentation, and clostridium species 
especially make butanols (butyl alcohols, or C4 alcohols) and acetone from sugar solutions. This process had quite a 
historical significance. The Weizmann process used the action of Clostridium acetobutylicum on sugar to make acetone, 
large supplies of which were needed in WWI for making explosives and military propellants. Although acetone is now 
made by a different method, the Weizmann process is still used as it also gives 1-butanol, which is actually now the most 
important product. Further selection of organisms and possibly bioengineering gave fermenting agents that could make 
isobutyl alcohol. This is useful stuff, as it can be readily converted by loss of water first into isobutene, and with further 
chemical processing into para-xylene. 
 
 As ethylene glycol (ethane-1,2-diol) can also be derived from plant sources, the whole technology, a blend of 
organic chemistry, biotechnology and chemical engineering, represents the synthesis of a widely used plastic from 
renewable plant sources, even though it involves multiple steps. 
 
 Of course, the polyethylene terephthalate polymer has absolutely the same properties as any that has been made 
from petroleum based sources. After use it could be recycled, or it might be thrown away, and form part of the non-
biodegradable plastics cluttering our environment.  
 

   
 

Before and After: This young scientist from R. L. Clemitson Elementary demonstrates a clock reaction.  
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Steve Scott’s Grade 6/7 Class Enjoys the Chemistry Show 
 

 
Steve Scott’s Grade 6/7 Class from R. L. Clemitson School.     Steve Scott Photo 

 

  
 

Ken Schroeder tests the gas coming from this test tube. A ‘popping’ sound indicates that hydrogen gas is 
present.  The triple ammonia fountain fascinates this young fellow from R. L. Clemitson Elementary School. 
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Brocklehurst Science 9 Honours Class Also Does Chemistry with Us 
 

 
 

Dave Coleman’s Honours Science 9 class were a great audience for Ken Schroeder’s chemistry show.  
Brady Georget, Connor McKenzie and Evan Cave ham it up for the photographer. 

 

   
 

Left: Bailey Soares tests her exhaled breath for carbon dioxide. A limewater solution, Ca(OH)2, forms a chalky 
precipitate, which is calcium carbonate, CaCO3. Right: Ken Schroeder turns ‘milk’ into ‘ginger ale’. (It is all 
magic, of course.) 
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Scott Johnson achieves ‘neutral buoyancy’ of a helium-filled balloon, using ribbon and paper clips to help 

balance the buoyant force that lifts the balloon. Scott teaches at Kay Bingham Elementary School. 
 

"#$%&&'(!)*'%&+#,-&.!/+&0'!)12.,(!345260%2 
Thursday March 15th           KEG Lecture Series Talk:  “Antarctica” by Justine Wild (14 yrs old)  

Salons A & B Kamloops Convention Centre, 7pm 
Thursday March 22nd          KEG Lecture Series Talk:  “Geology of BC – A Journey of Time” by Joanne Nelson   
    Mountain Room, TRU, 7pm 
Tuesday-Wednesday   April 3rd & 4th      KEG Annual Conference – Kamloops Convention Centre               
Thursday April 12th          KEG Lecture Series Talk:  “Ice Age Fossils in the Klondike Goldfields” by Dr. Grant Zazula  
     Mountain Room, TRU, 7pm 
Saturday April 28th           KEG Lecture Series Talk (out-of-town): “Antarctica” by Justine Wild (14 yrs old)   
    Okanagan Science Centre (Vernon) 1pm 
Saturday May 12th        Mining Day Co-sponsored with the CIM South Central Branch 
    Big Little Science Centre – 985 Holt St, Kamloops, 11am – 4pm. Free admission.  
There will be displays by various mining and mining-related companies, local organizations, and we will have volunteer 
geologists available to identify your rocks! 


